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DATA DESCRIPTION DATA ELEMENT 16-17 15-16 14-15 13-14

Your Program Here
Instructional Lab Tech FTE requesting 1.0 -                     -                     -                     
NANCE FTE -                         -                     0.50                   0.50                   
Course Name Here # Sections Pending 31.00                 26.00                 20.00                 
Students Enrolled # Sections Pending 1,443.00           1,220.00           1,019.00           
Course C # Sections
Course D # Sections

Students Enrolled Total for all 
sections

Admissions Fall/Spring

Student Contact Hour Students/Hour

Faculty Hours in lab v. office hours Identify 139.00               96.00                 54.00                 
Approved OT from .5 ILT Identify 40.00                 40.00                 19.00                 
Lab passing rate Identify 82% 86% 94%

NANCE BUDGET Dollars -                     $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Supply Budget $ in 4000's
Service Budget $ in 5000's

ADDITIONAL INFO YES NO

Health & Safety no

Accreditation or Licensure no

DATA SECTION

EXPLANATION

Complete the entire form thoroughly.  Incomplete forms will not be scored. Scoring of requests is based solely on information 
provided in the form only.  Answer all questions with enough details and be specific. The request will be assessed using the CHP 
Rubric.

INSTRUCTIONS

HISTORICAL DATA TABLE: complete the Data Table with the information which supports your request. If the request is based on 
adding capacity, growth, or meeting increasing demands, show data which will support the request. 

INFORMATION SECTION:  Answer each question with specific information.  Incomplete answers will not be assessed.

Seek assistance from Taj George in the VPA office at xt 2990.
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Discuss briefly: Will the requested position allow you to serve the same capacity as in the past, or will it help you meet 
increasing demands. 

We are reuqesting a full time ILT for the associated lab for this course as our sections have consistently increased over the years 
and our NANCE Budget was cut in 14-15 for the 15-16 year. This twofold increase in lab work as well as the reduction of 
available staff has created a neccessity of a full time tech to not only maintain our prior capacity, but meet increasing demands.

INFORMATION SECTION

Right now, productivity issues are significant. The ILT typically is in charge of maintaining all aspects of the stockroom, lab prep 
and lab clean-up, instructing the students in basic lab safety, as well as assisting the instructors as needed in the actual labs. 
However, with the loss of our NANCE and having our current .5 ILT max out on OT starting in 14-15, the instructors have taken 
away some of their office hours to try and devote more time to lab safety, prep, and cleanup. In addition, there is a shortage of 
equipment and supplies because the .5 ILT can only order once every 3 weeks when they are able given their current demands. 
We have seen this impact in our lab passing rates in our students. In just three years, we have dropped from a 94% to an 82%. 

Having a full time ILT will benefit this program in a number of ways. First, having dedicated help once again to prep/clean-up the 
labs and assist the instructors will largely eliminate the need for instructors to devote hours to the lab instead of office hours. 
This will in turn benefit the students by having more consistent access to their instructors. Secondly, the maintaining of the 
stockroom will be handled by both the current and new full time ILT, making sure supplies and equipment are accessible for all 
labs, once again benefitting the students. Finally, having a full time ILT will eliminate the OT hours needed by the .5 ILT. 

Our Program designed SLO #2: "Students will learn lab safety, techniques, and experiment analysis through equitable and 
quality education via lab activities, formal papers, and results presentation." was directly inspired by the College Strategic Goal 
1.2: Assure access to quality education for all students. Right now, with a lack of supplies, functioning equipment, and 
instructors swapping office hours to more time prepping for lab, we are failing this SLO. We have seen this in our student 
success rate. Having a full time ILT in conjunciton with our .5 ILT will bridge this gap in our programs current workload and 
available resources to meet the demands.

Address current gaps in meeting program or service area goals, college wide mission, strategic directions, or impact to 
SLO/AUO and how these might be impacted with the addition of the position requested:

Describe how the work gets done with the staffing available now.  Discuss backlog or productivity issues.  Be specific:

Describe the workflow and productivity if the position(s) is granted and funded or impact if position is not granted or funded:
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